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Abstract

Introduction/Main Objectives: This study aims to analyze the effect of tiktok marketing-based content on customer engagement and customer value. Background Problems: Social media become major platform for marketing activities, and during pandemic covid on 2020 the social media used for marketing activities have shifted from Instagram to Tiktok. Therefore, this research explained how 15 second video can create customer engagement and customer value on product or services. Novelty: This research focused on customer engagement and customer value based on marketing content, but empirical studies of the context still limited or based on fan engagement (personal branding). Research Methods: This study was conducted using a quantitative analysis technique with path analysis method. The data obtained by distributing questionnaires online to 276 respondents which all of them are active users. Finding/Results: The result shows that video on tiktok with 15 second until 60 second duration has an impact for users. Different from existing media social platform, the effectiveness of using Tiktok requires accuracy and creativity of content. Interesting content does not necessarily attract consumers, but the content will provide product value or consumer attitudes towards the product. Conclusion: 90% of respondents agree that using Tiktok as marketing tools considered as an effective way. Especially when Tiktok become new-rising social media platform during the Pandemic 2020. Almost teens download the apps to join the trend, and until today, all the former influencer on Instagram moves to Tiktok for creating the product ads content.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Covid-19 Pandemic that hit the entire world in March 2020 has changed a lot of daily habits both personally and socially. Government regulations that restrict activities outside the house encourage many people to change their pattern. Not a few of entrepreneurs and content creator are motivated to keep being creative with limited space, especially teenagers when exploration and freedom of expression can only be done at home. For some people, this is not easy. Social media an important factor for all parties to be able continue and carry out activities as they used to, keep working, stay active and for marketer of course, to keep the wheel moving with create a content with all limited term.
The use of social media in Indonesia increased rapidly during the pandemic period by 47% compared to the pre-pandemic period (APJII data). Social media facilitates the creation and sharing of knowledge between individuals who are similar in goals and behavior (Qiyang and Jung, 2019). The interaction and exchange of information can form attitudes to motivate someone to use social media. People use social media to interact, exchange information and end their daily activities or just unwind in their 5-inch layer.

Tiktok is the most popular non-gaming application during 2020, according to a survey from Sensor Tower, Tiktok has defeated other social media applications such as Facebook and Instagram (Ferdiansyah M, 2020). This application has been downloaded by more than 700 million users in 2019 and continues to increase sharply until May 2020. Various ages, professionals also enjoy the Tiktok application, especially the 'celebgrams' who are also starting to actively use Tiktok for their content creation, both from just content. funny to promotion.

Recent journal explains there are three ways of marketing that can be done through this short video maker application, namely: (1) collaborating with companies or official Tiktok accounts in advertising. (2) collaborating with influencers or tiktok celebrities. (3) market using personal accounts or self-publishing. all three are ways that can be done if you want to do marketing through TikTok. GlobalWebindex explains that marketing using this strategy can affect 61% of users in the tendency to buy the advertised goods. Not only that, 49% of users have convenience in other people's opinions. (Tang, 2019).

Tiktok offers different features from pre-existing social media such as Facebook and Instagram where on these platforms, users can only share photos, provide comments and reactions or create 'status' only. Meanwhile, TikTok is an application that can only upload in video format with a duration of 15 to 60 seconds. If TikTok was originally known as an entertainment social media, now various kinds of content ideas can be found. Starting from educational content, tutorial content, DIY content (Do it yourself), life hack content or tips and tricks to even promotional content. Business people can build their brand image by uploading business videos on TikTok, either using creators or influencers or personally. The marketing process in which marketer create and distribute relevant and valuable content to be able to attract and acquire consumers is the definition of marketing content (Rose, 2013).

Customer will raise their buying attention and decision when they are adopted new channel of marketing communication, but the research did not explain clearly how long this term will stay on certain marketing channel (Li et al., 2015). This is certainly a challenge for companies considering that in recent years the trends that have formed in the world of digital
marketing are dynamic and volatile. Currently, consumers prefer to use products with highly consistent value, originality, creativity, and of course modernization in forming trust and engagement with the product's (Aleksandar and Milovanov, 2016). It can conclude that from the company’s point of view, content marketing is a powerful instrument for creating product engagement.

Social media is the largest online platform at this time, data in 2018 shows that the most widely used social media in America and Europe is Facebook, where the platform is also used to promote various products, one of which is tourist destinations (Mariani, Mura and di Felice, 2018). It is imperative to develop a marketing strategy by developing messages and appealing to both emotional and functional content marketing. The success of Facebook in several years has attracted a lot of research attention on the effectiveness of the platform, but only a few have focused on analyzing the effectiveness of content marketing as a communicator for tourist destinations (Hays, Page and Buhalisk, 2013; Swani et al., 2017).

Based on that information, this study aims to determine how customer engagement can be formed from video content that is only 15 to 60 seconds long on TikTok Application and how the relationship between TikTok content on customer engagement and customer value.

1.1. Literature Review

a. TikTok Application

TikTok is a social media application that has become popular in Indonesia starting in 2020. TikTok itself in Chinese pronunciation is called Douyin which is a video music application that was originally created for the entertainment of Lipsinc songs by its users. This application was created by ByteDance in 2016 which is a digital platform company from China. The TikTok application itself has become popular for several reasons, namely close to reality and general situations, short videos are simple, friendly so that they are easy to use, content discusses current trends and of course celebrity effects (Yang, Zhao and Ma, 2019).

There are several motivations for someone to use the TikTok application, namely (1) The desire to interact. As with other social media platforms, interaction in this media is also through follow, comment, share. And of course, the duet feature that explodes the uniqueness of this application where users can collaborate with other users that are not offered in other applications. (2) Self Expression or self-expression. Through the TikTok application, users can express themselves creatively according to the type of content they want to create. Even some of them state that there are a lot of physical exercises that can be honed in this application. (Omar and Dequan, 2020).
In choosing Tiktok for marketing media, it must be able to represent information and association that affect consumer attitudes towards a product. Research conducted by (Mikhael, 2019) shows that the reason Tiktok is a current trend is to fulfill social interaction as well as a means of self-expression. The current FOMO or Fear of Missing Out effect makes most Indonesians of all ages familiar with tiktok, so that at present the use of Tiktok as a promotional medium can also be effective.

b. Customer Engagement

Customer engagement is mostly conceptual, with little experience support which is the basis of theory development (So, King and Spark, 2013) The dimensions of customer engagement include (1) Identification, which is the consumer's perception of them or the attitude that consumers feel about a brand, (2) Attention, namely the attention that consumers have for a brand, (3) Enthusiasm, namely consumer interest or interest in the brand, (4) Absorption is a stage where consumers are satisfied with the performance of the brand and the last is (5) Interaction, namely how big is the role of consumers in a brand outside of purchasing activities.

Quality and attractive marketing content can influence consumers to visit our pages or websites, especially if business actors digitize. The key to making effective consumer engagement is with persuasive content or storyboarding (Sashi, 2012). One strategy that can be used in online marketing is the Acquisition-Conversion-Retention model where at each stage there are elements of interaction with consumers starting with interactive advertising, the use of email marketing or testimonials from the experiences of consumers who have used products and loyalty programs.

c. Customer Value

Customer value is the difference between the benefits and sacrifices that have been issued by consumers, each product or service will basically be evaluated by consumers based on the value they receive at the value they sacrifice. Do the products and services they choose have a fair value benefit or equivalent to the costs they incur. Not only on benefits. Value is also measured from consumer affections or emotions that arise after using the product. According to (Sweeney and Geoffrey N., 2001) the measurement dimensions of this customer value are (1) emotional value, (2) Social Value, (3) Price Value and (4) performance.

2. METHOD

This study uses a quantitative approach and uses an online survey method in the form of a google form to collect data and information. The questions have been sequenced
systematically to the respondents. The measurement scale on the questionnaire uses a Likert scale to measure trends, attitudes, opinions and consumer perceptions of a phenomenon (Siregar, 2013). Researchers also conducted short interviews via DM Instagram with Tiktok users, this is of course the primary data source for research.

The population used by the purposive sampling technique is the millennial generation who are active students at the State University of Malang who already have a Tiktok account and at least have posted content on the social media platform. The number of samples in this study were 276 respondents or active students in the Tiktok application. The data analysis technique was performed using the PATH analysis.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of data collection, it shows that 78% of respondents who participated in this study were in the category of freshman years or early semester students, while their activities on the TikTok platform were quite high, namely 90% of uploading content on the platform either for entertainment content or self-expression.

Researchers measure the effect of using Tiktok on the creation of Customer Engagement and also Customer Value, this is seen from how often respondents who use Tiktok give a positive attitude towards the promotional content of a product. The data shows that respondents are not only active in uploading their content as a form of self-expression, but Tiktok is an alternative social media that they use to find information ranging from product information, marketing content, educational content to tips and tricks. Even though Tiktok only presents 15 to 60 seconds of video, respondents feel that they have enough to get the information they need without being convoluted or impressed to the point.

The results of the questionnaire also show that at least they access the Tiktok application 5-7 times a day, within a period of 30 to 60 minutes in one visit, this shows that Tiktok is currently a popular social media platform among students as well as attitudes to conduct promotional media for products with segments and targets in these demographic criteria.

The results of data processing using Path show that 85% of respondents agree that Tiktok is able to attract their attention because of its quite diverse features and effects.
Figure 1 above shows that Tiktok content has an effect on customer engagement by 0.682 or 68.2%, customer engagement has an effect on customer value by 0.462 or 46.2% and tiktok content itself has an effect on customer value by 0.673 or 67.3%. As a whole it can be concluded that the xogenous variable in this study has a positive effect on the endogenous variables. The higher the coefficient path value contained in the variable relationship, the stronger the influence on that relationship.

Testing the direct effect of this study aims to explain hypothesis. The test criteria taken from the t-stat is greater than 1.96, so this indicates a significant effect between variables. The result can be seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>t-hitung</th>
<th>t-tabel</th>
<th>Keterangan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>14.035</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>Signifikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>7.064</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>Signifikan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>7.435</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>Signifikan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research Data (2020)

Hypothesis 1 predicted that tiktok content has a positive and significant effect on customer engagement. Table 1 shows that hypothesis 1 has a score 14.035, as t-stat > 1.96. The results from previous research conducted by (Su et al., 2020) also showed that Tiktok Content...
was able to create a customer engagement through playfulness and performativity and authenticity. Tiktok is more of an entertainment platform with short-form preformatiive videos. Hypothesis 2 predicted that customer engagement has a positive and significant effect on customer value and also Hypothesis 3 predicted that tiktok content has a positive and significant effect on customer value. Both hypotheses has score t-stat more than 1.96. This conclude that all of hypothesis are accepted.

The effectiveness of using Tiktok media as a marketing medium requires the accuracy and creativity of content in forming Customer Value and Customer Engangement. Tiktok content quality is found in content variety, uniqueness and product positioning (Hou, 2018). The formation of customer engagement and customer value of a product can be done by creating the characteristics of a product that interpret the consumer's individual personally. Characteristics must be shown in accordance with the objectives, features of the product and also the product strategy (Ye, 2001).

(Weerasinghe, 2018) said that there is a positive between a content marketing and customer engagement. Create a content through tiktok apps considered more shareable, easy to understand, incentive, accessible and quite informative. Engagement occurs when user assosiate with certain brands or product. Not only their buying experience, but also ideas, dedication, and interaction. (Strauss and Frost, 2012) mentioned that customer engagement also connected emotionally and intelectually on content.

Providing a crutial information to customer in interesting ways such as tiktok will create a perceived value to customer. A quality content will influence customer to visit a lot more than usual content. It also helps to create a positive attitude toward the product. Content marketing can attract new customer to contact the company which also called as an inbound marketing (Puro, 2016).

One of the characteristics of the tiktok application that is used to attract consumers is the selection of music and movement. Not a few music and tiktok movements have become viral both on social media and in the real world. Attitudes and responses from users or consumers to TikTok content is what will create customer engagement and customer value. The slogan "racun tiktok check" is often used as a statement of the success of marketing strategies in influencing consumer purchasing decisions.

Famous marketplaces, "Shopee", often carries out marketing activities on TikTok by conducting content demonstrations. This affects users or their target market to follow the Movement and also songs from Shopee so that users or their potential consumers get attractive offers on the marketplacenya application. Health Industry is one of the few that is
currently utilizing existing social media features and provide educational content through Tiktok. The Chinese Health Communittee has also adopted a micro-video platform as a medium of communication. Several health centers in China have produced at least 100 short videos containing educational content from 31 accounts. Content that has a promotion and education often attract the user’ attention, while content that includes music, culture or entertainment often attracts followers. (Zhu et al., 2019).

Not only that, 14 dermatological diagnoses and procedures used the Tiktok hashtag. In July 2020, as many as 40 videos were classified according to (1) creator (professional, personal, business or organization), (2) type of content (promotion, sharing, education or entertainment and (3) the impact (Visuals, likes, comment and share feature). This was done because there were so many sources of information. Developed and unsupervised media, in this case on health industry caused wrong leads. (Nguyen et al., 2021). The most concerning how Tiktok actually attract user on certain content. Pandemic life content was famous in middle 2020, when everyone is battling the pandemic, tried new life, new habits, force to do something they never done caused a lot of mass panic. That content really took huge part, and giving information also education how people should handle this situation and remain calm. How positive patient of virus survive the treatment and warn people to stay at home and doing some positive activities to keep their body fit. This content also influenced people to be more creative and innovative (Unni and Weinstein, 2021)

Ausra and Repoviene, (2018) proved that content marketing can form brand value on customer. Theres so many factors that becomes stimulant in content marketing. Content marketing is strongly affected by its ability to deliver value to customer. The result of this study shown that tiktok content has a significant and positive impact to customer value. Basically, customer will have a perspectived on every information they take. Customer itself will eliminate information or in this case – content marketing-, if marketer can deliver a good quality content on any platform, automatically customer will take the good.

Previous research explained that marketing on one of the social media platform namely facebook with a message and content creation strategy is a key factor in the effectiveness of these marketing activities through signs of involvement that are used for indicator such as reactions or likes in post. The social media platform also extends consumer knowledge from a traditional to digital perspective. Besides that, the role of moderation with emotional messages compared to informative ones is able to influence the popularity of the marketing content that is made (de Vries, Gensler and Leeflang, 2012; Királová and Pavlíčeka, 2015). A total of 46.9 thousand post on Instagram from 59 brands in six sectors show that
emotional and visual attractiveness will be able to create consumer engagement by those reaction. Specifically, it is explained that high and low of intention will be able to encourage customer engagement. (Rietveld et al., 2020)

Content tiktok recently has taken a lot of attention, and often goes viral on social media. The content itself considered quite interesting. A lot of content creator feel the challenge. They have to make a content in the form videos with certain song and movement, which not actually fit for any product. For example, makeup. A lot of beauty vlogger or content creator for beauty product made a video makeup tutorial in any song which was hit that time with certain movement. One of five construct on social media marketing for luxury brand is interaction, where in that case have a significant and positive affect on creating a perceived value, engagement and also brand equity (Kim and Ko, 2012).

They have to push limit into another level of video tutorial, learn about transition and good combination, which not easy but also it worth milion viewer and attention. The more creative video is made, the more it will create a customer value. Content marketing tells a different story, and able to win more customer. (Pulizzi, 2013) said that content marketing isn’t a campaign, it’s a continuous process to attract, retain and convert customers, and also, content marketing does not have an end date.

4. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Content marketing is already exist for a long time, but there a lot of companies who doesn’t really understand the urge of this subject. But along with time and technological development and consireded how fast the trend change forces companies to catching up the market demand by knowing exactly what consumer expected on our product advertisement and analyze consumer behaviour towards on this circumstance especially they are right know more critical and smart toward any online content. Consumer has a privilege to choose and insist information from product and brand. This condition wittingly or unwittingly force a marketer to make a great content that contain value but also informative and creative at the same time.

Based on the results and discussion, it can be concluded in this study that using tiktok for creating content marketing has a significant impact and positive on customer engagement and customer value. This because customer considerations in choosing products or consumer sttitudes towards product are based on how good content was made. The effectiveness of using Tiktok media as a marketing medium requires the accuracy and creativity. Create a content through tiktok apps considered more shareable, easy to understand, incentive,
accessible and quite informative. Engagement occurs when user associate with certain brands or product.

Marketer predict what content that shoot precisely on target market from message, feature, and also what to bring out on each platform since every social media platform has a different specification. Consumer tend to choose content that has a emotional engagement on their personal even the product isn’t relevant or isn’t what they search for but they will remember the content or the advertisement. Especially when the content goes viral both on positive or negative aspect. The best content is the one who related on consumer’ rountine, from very small detail such as expression or background. That’s a marketer task to really know their market or target characteristic based on psychology or demography. The last, it is very important to create an honest content and also have ethics in the content that made so that doesn’t violate the norm or culture. Consumer hates a manipulative and over reaction in some content that seems artificial and not what it is supposed.

4.1. Limitations And Suggestion

We aware that this study has a weakness since it is only conducted in Indonesia and also would raise a question whether other countries experience a similar condition. This research also generally for any kind of product, we believe that for certain product the result will be different based on low involved or high involve product category. Thus, further research should be used to cross countries data and also more specific product.

This study can be also expanded to analyze other marketing variables, such as brand equity or purchase intention and purchase decision. Indeed, comparing to others platform to analyze which more effective and attract customer intention.
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